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Walk and Talk: 

Information  
 

 
 
 

 
Walk and Talk FAQs 

 

Here is a list of commonly asked questions about the Walk 

and Talk program. If you have any questions that haven’t 

been covered below reach out to Mekayla (Youth Worker) 

on M: 0418 316 486 or 

Mekayla.Adorno@maroondah.vic.gov.au 
 

What is Walk and Talk? 

Walk and Talk is a fortnightly peer support walking group for young people in Maroondah aged 15-25 

years old. This group is a supportive and welcoming space for all young people! Come down and have 

casual conversations with other young people while walking and immersing yourself in nature. We meet 

on every second Wednesday from 4:30-5:30pm, for exact dates please refer to the calendar on the Walk 

and Talk webpage. 

 

 

Do I need to register for Walk and Talk? 

Yes! You need to sign up via our website. This can be found on the same page you found this document! 

Signing up gives you the opportunity to communicate with us before the walk and let us know a little bit 

about yourself. 

 

 

Why do I need to register? 

When you register for walk and talk you will receive a confirmation email from one of our youth workers. 

From there you can ask the youth worker any questions you may have about the walk. It is important to 

register so we know how many people are interested in the walk, ensuring that the group size is 

comfortable for everyone walking! Registering online also allows us to collect important information to 

support you such as accessibility needs and emergency contacts, making the walk safe and accessible 

for all participants.  
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Are there any Covid-19 safety measures in place for the walk?  

Due to the recent Covid-19 outbreak, we are doing everything we can to ensure that all Walk and Talk 

participants are safe. During the walk masks are encouraged. Please feel free to wear one if it will make 

you more comfortable throughout the walk.  

We will also be maintaining social distancing of 1.5 metres at all times. Hand sanitiser will be provided 

during the walk as well as no contact greetings. Hand washing stations at EV’s youth centre will be 

utilised, and we encourage everyone to practice good hand hygiene including covering all coughs and 

sneezes.  

 
Please stay home if you feel unwell or are experiencing a fever, cough, runny nose, or sore throat etc. If 

you are experiencing any of these symptoms we encourage you to get tested. Remember to bring your 

own water bottle and other personal items, as we will try to avoid sharing items. 

 

Walk and Talk organisers will ensure the group size remains small and will take note of participants 

contact details, ensuring that everyone stays safe! 

 

 
What happens if I change my mind or can’t make it to a walk?  

If you’re not feeling up to a walk or can’t make it, you do not have to let the workers know (if you do not 

want to). As Walk and Talk is a casual drop in program there is no pressure to attend every walk if you’re 

not feeling up to it. When you register on the website you will be informed about each individual walk and 

then from there you can decide when you would like to join us for Walk and Talk.   

 

 

Where do we meet? 

Meet us out the front of EV’s youth centre (212 Mt Dandenong Rd, Croydon VIC 3136) at 4:30pm. 

 

 

What do I do if I am late for a walk? 

The Walk and Talk group will wait at EV’s for 5 minutes before starting the walk. If you are late and still 

want to join the walk please contact one of the youth workers who will be able to meet you at EV’s and 

walk you back to the group. Trying to be on time is important, however, we do understand that sometimes 

things might happen! 

 

 

Where do we walk? 

We will be walking at the Tarralla Creek Trail which is a 5-minute walk (350m) from EV’s youth centre (our 

meeting place). Tarralla Creek Trail has a gravel surface and has ample shade and benches for breaks 

along the path. There are gender neutral bathrooms available at EV’s youth centre and public restrooms 

along the trail. The walk takes 45 minutes and will be 4km there and back. You are welcome to leave at 

any point during the walk if you need to. Walk and Talk takes place every fortnight at the Tarralla Creek 

Trail.  
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What happens if the weather is too wet or too hot to walk in? 

If the weather conditions are too unstable to walk in, we will inform everyone via text message that there 

will be no walk that day. In the occasion where that does happen the youth workers will remain at EV’s for 

anyone who would still like a chat, and participants are welcome to come down and join them. 

 

 

What do I wear / bring? 

Wear something you would be comfortable to go for a walk in! As we will be immersing ourselves in 

nature it is important that your footwear is appropriate to be outside on an outdoor path and that your 

clothes are comfortable for a 45-minute walk (4km in total). 

Remember to bring: 

> Runners (or shoes that you feel comfortable walking in) 

> Comfortable clothes (shorts, pants, t-shirt etc.) 

> Jumper / hoodie if it is cold 

> A water bottle (there will be refill options at EV’s Youth Centre and at taps along the walk) 

> A hat 

> Sunscreen (we are walking outside so we want to make sure everyone is safe!) 

 

 

Who will be there?  

On this walk you will be joined by a Youth Worker from Maroondah City Council’s youth services as well 

as a Provisional Psychologist/ Counsellor from the Mullum road clinic. They will be there to provide 

support to all our walkers. We will also be joined by a trained therapy dog. You do not need to engage 

with the therapy dog if you are not comfortable (we promise that the dog is very friendly!). Two volunteers 

will also be present and joining in on the walk. All people present are there to create a welcoming and 

supportive environment while also being there for a chat if you feel like one! (there is no pressure to speak 

to the workers if you don’t feel up to it) 

 

 

Will I be supported?  

Walk and Talk is a peer supported group, so all workers in the group give walkers the space they need to 

chat amongst their peers whilst also being there if you’d like a one-on-one chat. There is no pressure to 

speak to the youth workers while you are at the walk as they are only present to support you if you need 

it. There is lots of support available during the walk from the youth worker, provisional psychologist and 

volunteers as well as the friends you’ll make while participating in the group.  

 


